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had it not been consumed between sips of the delicate white
wines of Savoie with their exquisite bouquets and later an
old Chambertin with the taste of flowers.
It was food cooked by the designated first chef of the
world, a man who knew, as all great chefs do, which leg of
the snipe to eat first. The secret of his desire to remain in the
provinces, eschewing a kingdom of pots and pans in a gilded
restaurant of Paris, was simply that four generations of his
male ancestors had been chefs in the little auberge of Belley.
He is the fifth of his line. His son, now a kitchen apprentice,
will be the sixth. This is France. Such a meal as one frequently
eats in that country would be sensational in the palaces of
royalty.
Americans in the pre-prohibition days drank their wine
and ate the preparations of chefs who followed cooking as an
art. Then came almost a generation when without the proper
inspiration of legal ingredients even good chefs lost their
touch. Restaurateurs served food because people had to
eat. "Waiters carried it to tables for the same reason, although,
without pride and the responsive zest on the part of the guest,
gastronomic ceremony ceased. Eating was a duty—not a rite.
We are in a new era. The way is open. We are by legal
process no longer a nation of stokers.
Another non-political, non-economic and wholly gastro-
nomic expedition of note was a visit to the headquarters of
the third best chef in the world, according to the standards
of the Club des Cent. This was the restaurant Filet de Sole in
Brussels. Here the great artist of cookery was M. Paul Bouil-
lard.
M. Bouillard had an abiding contempt for an alleged Amer-
ican knowledge of food. He had suffered the visitations of
flocks of American tourists who wolfed their victuals and
ordered the wrong things which they consumed without the

